TURKEY IN THE AFTERMATH of the FAILED COUP ATTEMPT

APRIL 4, 2017 | 1:30-4:30 pm

Levis Faculty Center
4th Floor
919 W Illinois St.

Reception to follow

KAROL KUJAWA
Assistant Professor of Political Science & Public Administration, Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University, Turkey; Kosciuszko Senior Scholar, University of Illinois

“Turkey-EU relations after the failed coup attempt”

MUSTAFA AKYOL
Turkish journalist and author; columnist for Al-Monitor; monthly contributing opinion writer for The New York Times; Senior Fellow at Freedom Project at Wellesley College

“Has Turkey’s failed coup actually succeeded?”

RIADA ASIMOVIC AKYOL
PhD candidate at Galatasaray University in Istanbul; contributing writer for Al-Monitor

“What changed for women after Turkey’s failed coup attempt?”

DENISE ELIF GILL
Assistant Professor of Ethnomusicology, Washington University in St. Louis

“The challenge of listening after the attempted coup”

Moderator:
COLLEEN MURPHY
Director, Women and Gender in Global Perspectives Program; Professor of Law and Philosophy, University of Illinois

Organized by:
Women and Gender in Global Perspectives Program
Russian, East European, and Eurasian Center
European Union Center

Co-sponsored by:
Center for Global Studies
Illinois Program for Research in the Humanities
Center for South Asian and Middle Eastern Studies

europe.illinois.edu/turkish-studies-symposium